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LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLI ECTIONS FUND The LACF depends forits
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in your will: it is a charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital
Transfer Tax and aggregation without limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum
or the residue or a fraction of your estate. Some members might prefer to consider
leaving works of fine or decorative art but if you contemplate doing this it would be
helpful if you could please seek the advice of the Secretary who can let you know if any
item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries. The following
would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for inclusion in your will:
'l bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds,
a legacy of ........................free of all

taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the I.AC F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.

THE t ssos ARz cot I scrioxs ruxo isoncolthcoldcstsupportingbodies for thevisualarts inC'rear Britain, 4
source of regular funds for buymg works ol art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art
Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all
funcnons, private views and organized visits to places of interest. The mimmum subscnption is C7 oo mdividual
and E r o oo for husband and wife. Corporate membership Ezy.oo. Life membership E r oooo. Enquines and
application forms from the Hon. Secretary at Temple Newsam House, Leeds Us I I OAR.
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EDITORIAL

It has been remarked that staging special exhibi-
tions is the nearest approach a gallery ever makes
to the performing arts such as music or drama.
Certainly, in common with concerts and plays, it is
notoriously difficult, when planning a programme,
to forecast those events which turn out to be
popular successes. Sometimes a low budget exhibi-
tion will attract many thousands of visitors while a
prestigious international touring show passes
largely unnoticed. Since the Art Gallery re-opened
in r98z we have tasted both experiences. For
instance, when the Arts Council's ambitious and
imaginative Mare Chaimowicz exhibition came to
Leeds in z98q it barely caused a ripple in the
attendance figures, whereas recently, Andy Golds-
worthy's first major touring exhibition of photo-
works titled 'Rain Sun Snow Hail Mist

Calm'hich

we anticipated would be enjoyed mainly by
connoisseurs, has proved a runaway success,
requiring the catalogue to be reprinted twice. We
are particularly proud of this achievement because
the show was organized jointly by Terry Friedman
and Tony Knipe; furthermore the artist has now
been retained by a leading London dealer. It is this
unpredictable factor that makes trying to plan a
balanced programme so challenging.
Whilst engaged in a little boasting reference must

be made to 'The Irresistible Object: Still Life
z6oo—r98g'rranged by Alex Robertson who
assembled a memorable array of paintings by,
amongst others, Picasso, Van Gogh, Cezanne,
Gauguin, Chardin, and Braque. Works by these
famous artists had not been seen by the Leeds
public for at least a generation and the exhibition
was a real crowd puller, attracting g r,ooo visitors
in seven weeks. We hope that next autumn'
'Angels of Anarchy and Machines for Making
Clouds: British Surrealism in the Thirties', again
masterminded by Alex Robertson, will be even
more popular.
Art Galleries are of course about more than

exhibitions as this issue of the Calendar amply
demonstrates. James Lomax publishes the results
of his research into a pair of Regency colza lamps
purchased at Christie's in r98y. At the time we
recognized them as excellent of their kind, but did
not fully appreciate their art historical importance
until the design source and relevant documentation

came to light. The article on a pair of bronze
greyhounds offers another glittering example of
curatorial expertise. Bequeathed to us by Mrs D.U.
McGrigor Phillips in z96'hey were always fondly
called the Medici firedogs because none of us knew
what to make of them. As fringe pieces of sculpture
Adam White decided to investigate their history
and proved to everyone's astonishment that they
were originally made for a celebrated London
house. Thus, far from being quaint oddities they
now take an honourable place in the mainstream of
European decorative art and an American museum
has already asked to borrow them for a major
exhibition.
Another article on four chairs underlines a recent

change in the direction of our furniture collecting
policy (perhaps better described as diversification).
It also emphasizes the enormous debt we owe to the
generosity of private individuals who genuinely
care about furniture.
Anthony Wells-Cole's versatile piece on the

Chinese Drawing Room reflects his devotion to
Temple Newsam and sheds interesting new light on
one of our finest period interiors. This glamorous
room is in the process of being restored to its
original state with income from the Frank Fulford
Endowment Fund; the significant new information
which has emerged as work proceeds is fully
described and we hope this will be the first of a
series of definitive studies about historic interiors in
the house. The next rooms in the programme will
be the Edwardian library and the Great Hall where
Philip Hendy removed 'offensive Victorian accre-
tions'ut partly redeemed himself by dumping
them in the cellars instead of having a bonfire. The
great fact of Temple Newsam is the building itself
and we have a responsibility (and at last the funds)
to ensure that the decorative schemes are as
authentic as painstaking research will allow.
Adrian Budge, who left in zy8z to go to the

National Museum of Photography in Bradford, is
well remembered by colleagues for his enthusiastic
interest in the owners of Temple Newsam and, by a
wider audience, for his stimulating art appreciation
courses. We welcome him back, as it were, to print
a typically lucid account of Samuel Shepheard, one
of the more obscure members of the clan, and his
formidable daughter.



A RARE QUARTET OF CHAIRS
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

One of the most responsible areas of curatorship
concerns acquiring works of art by purchase, gift
or bequest. A great collection is never a mere
accumulation; items must be of 'museum

quality'hich,

in the furniture branch, usually means that
either the maker, designer, exact date or prove-
nance are recorded or the piece is in exceptionally
fine original condition. There is always a good
range of respectable, if rather dull and expensive,
furniture on offer, but exciting objects which really
quicken the pulse are increasingly rare. There can
be no justification for acquiring 'pretty

pieces'hich

frankly one could, with a suitable purse, go
out and buy almost any day of the week.
Roger Warner, who recently retired after dealing

in Burford for fifty years, earned a famous
reputation for his inspired taste and discerning eye.
Over the years he has experienced infinitely more
close encounters with furniture than any museum
man could hope to approach; accordingly, his
awareness of what is genuinely remarkable and
rare in the furniture line matured far more rapidly
than even the most passionately committed decor-
ative arts curator. Fortunately, as Roger Warner's
business prospered, he could afford to syphon off
exciting discoveries, often made at country house
sales, into his own collection or ensure that they
found worthy museum homes. It is very pleasant to
be able to pay tribute to his brilliant record as a
collector and dealer, and to his philanthropy, by
publishing four masterpieces which he has pre-
sented to Temple Newsam since z982,. Other
outstandingly generous gifts of wallpaper, historic
te~and sale catalogues await publication at a
future date.
Dug-out chairs, like dug-out chests, have an

archetypal quality. Surviving examples are almost
always irretrievably anonymous, although the
existence of one inscribed z6zy has been

noted'nd

an ash specimen at Lancaster Museum is
known to have been made in z 87o—presumably
as an antiquarian novelty. The dug-out chair given
by Roger Warner in z98z is unique because it is
securely provenanced to Netherhall, near Mary-
port, Cumbria and is branded on the back s above

HE —the initials of Humphrey and Eleanor
Senhouse of Netherhall who were married in z 696.
A datable dug-out chair with a history of
ownership is a curator's dream (Plate z). It was
made entirely in one piece from the shell of a
hollow elm and is in excellent country house
condition. The base has been sheathed with a metal
rim to protect the brittle end-grain and reinforced
with inner pine braces, a crack in the back is
strengthened with an iron strap and an ancient split
in the right arm support is repaired with two
wooden pegs, six diamond-headed nails and an
iron brace. This evidence of regard over many
generations suggest that it may originally have
been a wedding present from the local community.
Netherhall became ruinous after the last war and

the main contents were auctioned on the instruc-
tions of Roger H. Pocklington-Senhouse by Winter
R Son of Carlisle on 6 November zy6t. There
remained, however, some debris contents in the
kitchen wing including this chair which at one
point was stolen and recovered by the police.
Thereafter the residual furnishings were stored in a
building at the dock in Maryport until dispersed at
an uncatalogued sale held by Farmers 5c Kidd of
Penrith in z9pz or 7z. A local antique dealer
Vincent Kelly sold the chair to Roger Warner
shortly afterwards. It is now displayed at Temple
Newsam alongside a remarkable painted four-post
bed dated xyz3 from Kirkbride in Cumbria which
Mr. Warner also owned at one time.
Since about zy6o we have been on the lookout

for a really spectactular triangular-seated thrown
chair ornamented with free rings and a turkey-
work chair in fine original condition. Patience was
eventually rewarded when in z98o we bought an
impressive late Stuart turned chair formerly at
Lympne Castle, Kent (LAC, no. 88) which must be
the best example in any public collection since the
well-known specimen at the V8t: A, illustrated in
all the textbooks, was recently exposed as a
Victorian reproduction of one in the

Bishops'alace

at Wells. Further proof that it pays to wait
for something of outstanding quality, rather than
buy a second rate article simply to fill a gap in the



r Dug-out chair, elm, made for Humphrey and Eleanor
Senhouse ofNetherhall, Cumbria, c. r 696
Gift of Roger Warner

z Turkey-work chair, beech, from Hampton Court,
Herefordshire, c. r68o
Gift of Roger Warner
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Backstool, walnut and beech, covered with the original
crewel work upholstery in red wool on Yorkshire
broadcloth, c. r 730—40
Gift of Roger Warner

4 Beehive chair made of coiled ropes of straw bound with
bramble peelings, cased in a fitted striped ticken, c. r 83o.
From Painswick House, Gloucestershire
Gift of Roger Warner



IK . ,g
5 Mary Ellen Best, 'The Saloon at Howsham Hall, Yorkshire', c. r 8 g o, watercolour
showing two beehive chairs in a fashionable interior
Private collection, reproduced by courtesy of Sotheby Parke Bernet lnc.

collection, was triumphantly vindicated when in
r o8S Roger Warner gave Temple Newsam what is
surely the most desirable turkey-work chair in
existence (Plate z). It is impossible to exaggerate
the importance of this acquisition or our debt to the
donor and it has been placed with the famous Duke
of Leeds day-bed and settee in a special air-
conditioned closet with controlled lighting to
minimize the risk of deterioration.
The back stool has a rectangular frame of

blocked spiral-twist members constructed of beech
stained to simulate walnut. The seat and back are
upholstered in turkey-work edged by a tasselled
fringe secured with dome headed brass nails, the
widely spaced webbing, canvas backing and
stuffing are all original; in fact this is believed to be

the only turkey-work chair where the covers have
never been taken off the frame for refurbishment.
The back and seat panels display broadly matching
overall stylized floral designs of a traditional
pattern; the back, which is better preserved than
the seat, centres on a rose with an elongated tulip
on the left and a down-drooping rose below
between a peapod and a peony. The areas of black
have partly corroded owing to iron mordant used
for the dye. This chair is strikingly similar to a large
set sent from London to Holyroodhouse in r 68 5 at
a cost of res. each.2 It was customary to order
turkey-work back stools in units of a dozen,
sometimes with an armchair and table carpet en
suite. Four dozen were commissioned for Holy-
rood and Margaret Swain has shown by exact



measurements that the frames were individually
made to accommodate the panels which were
seldom of precisely uniform size.
Our chair was made for Thomas Lord

Coningsby of Hampton Court, Herefordshire, and
it is tempting to associate it with an entry in his
notebook dated t9 June r68o 'Agreed with Mr
Rogers to bring down 5 dozen of chairs by waggon
to Worcester, and from thence to this place on
horseback, and to give him f5. 5.o'.s About r8t8
Hampton Court was purchased along with most of
the original contents4 by John Arkwright (of the
cotton spinning family) and his descendants lived
there until r9z.5. The chair was included amongst
the furnishings of Kinsham Court sold by David
Arkwright in I956. Roger Warner, the successful
bidder, established from Mr Arkwright's sister that
it was one of twelve she remembered jumping
across as a child when they stood around the hall at
Hampton Court. I am indebted to Roger Warner
for all the information about the former history of
this chair.
Another treasure which owes its survival to Mr

Warner's appreciation of textiles is a back stool
dating from the typos. The inner structures and
rear legs are of beech while the cabriole front legs,
elegantly styled with a lapette behind the knees and
pad feet, are of walnut (Plate 3). It could be
described as superior manor house quality. What
makes the chair memorable is that all the basic and
primary upholstery materials are untouched except
by the hand of time. The stuffed back and seat are
covered in 'Yorkshire'roadcloth (a woollen twill)
embroidered with a striking, overall flowing design
of scrolling stems and foliage in red wool executed
in Roumanian stitch outlined with blue stem stitch.
Even the polychrome wool braid, piping, blue-
green morine backing fabric, linen interfacing
material and webbing are intact, making this chair
a w'onderful document of the period. The crewel
design, worked with great assurance, was probably
taken from a woven textile and is of keen interest
because such embroidered patterns were usually
worked in cross-stitch on canvas. Nancy Lan-
caster once owned a similar chair. Roger Warner
discovered this rarity in June r97o in the workshop
of Philip Howsley at Ashbourne, Derbyshire, on
the point of being stripped for re-upholstery; he
seems to recall that four companions had already
been re-covered.
The last in this quartet of chairs is made in the

manner of a traditional beehive from coiled ropes
of straw bound with bramble peelings, rigidity

being obtained entirely by means of the solid
straw-work (Plate 4). The circular seat is padded
and covered with hide which retains its fur and the
whole structure is cased in a fitted striped ticken
discovered beneath other fabric layers. Chairs of
this type are particularly associated with counties
bordering the river Severn because the fishing
industry sustained a vigorous local tradition of
wicker and straw crafts. This example was
purchased by Roger Warner from Painswick
House, Gloucestershire,x a spacious 'sleeping
beauty'ountry mansion enlarged in t8zy—3z
which is the likely date of this chair.
Little is known about the social status of

'beehive'hairs, but a watercolour of the saloon at
Howsham Hall, Yorkshire, painted by Mary Ellen
Best in the r83oss shows a pair without fabric
covers but sporting a decorative cresting (Plate 5).
Mrs Webster's Family Encyclopedia published
c. r 8 3 5 states 'The beehive chair made of straw has
been long used in Wales and Scotland, as well as
some places in the north of England; but it is only
of late that they have appeared among our
fashionable furniture. They are however warm and
cheap, and are admired by some persons for their
simple, homely and snug appearance'. It is highly
satisfactory that Temple Newsam now has an
example from another country house since, owing
to the perishable nature of the material, few
survive.
A final expression of infinite gratitude is due to

Roger Warner for the enthusiasm and knowledge
which moved him to acquire these four chairs, for
his careful record keeping and phenomenal
memory which greatly enhances their interest and
for his outstanding generosity.

NOTES
x V. Chinnery, Oak Furniture The British Tradition, (x979),
P. 74.

a M. Swain, 'The Furnishing of Holyroodhouse in x668',
Connoisseur, February x977, pp. x22—30.
G. F.Townsend, The Town and Borough ofLeonnnster (n.d.,
c. x86o), p. x47.

4 'Furniture at Hampton Court I gc II', Country Life, x8 and
a5 November x 9 x x.
Kinsham Court sale (Russell, Baldwin gc Bright) x—3 May
x956, lot 394.

6 I am grateful to Margaret Swain for making this point and to
Frances Eyre for identifying the stitches.

7 Painswick House sale (Bruton, Knowles BcCo) x—a July x975,
lot xx,6.

8 C. Davidson, The World ofMary Ellen Best (x985), fig. 36.



TEMPLE NEWSAM AND
'THE GOOD

SHEPHEARDS'DRIAN

BUDGE

Over the centuries several families have owned
Temple Newsam —the De Lacys, Darcys,
Lennoxes, Ingrams and Woods —and from them
certain individuals come especially to mind when
thinking of the history of the estate. Some of these,
like Sir Arthur Ingram and Henry 7th Viscount
Irwin are commemorated by particular features of
the house and park for which they were respon-
sible. Others, however, such as Thomas Lord
Darcy, who was beheaded for treason in the Tower
of London in x g g7, and Henry Lord Darnley, who
died in mysterious circumstances in Edinburgh in
xg67, have a less precise but more romantic
association with Temple Newsam.
Just beyond the mainstream of the few families

who actually owned the estate are various others
who became connected with Temple Newsam
through marriage and who contributed to the
house without sharing fully in the limelight of its
history. One such family is the Shepheards, whose
involvement with the Ingrams reveals much about
social, political, and economic life of mid-
eighteenth century England. Frances Shepheard
(also known as Frances Gibson), who married
Charles Ingram, later 9th Viscount Irwin, in x7g8
and owned Temple Newsam herself from his death
in x 778 until she died in x 8o7, played an important
part in the history of the house for nearly fifty
years. On account of the great fortune which she
brought to Temple Newsam from her late father,
Samuel Shepheard, they can be considered as the
Ingram family's 'Good Shepheards', who helped to
rescue it from its substantial, long standing debts.
Moreover, the lives of Frances and, more
especially, Samuel Shepheard provide a fascinating
insight into a world of money and corruption,
politics and intrigue, which conjure up a picture of
a Georgian equivalent to the glossy, American soap
operas of today!
Born in about x676, Samuel (Plate 6) was the

second son of a wealthy London merchant also
named Samuel Shepheard, who was one of the
founders and original directors of the new East

India Company and a head of the South Sea
Company. Samuel senior was also a Member of
Parliament from x7ox to x7o8 and in x7xo was
described as 'for shipping and foreign trade by far
the first in England'.'amuel junior followed in his
father's footsteps in both politics and business. In
x7ox he became Mp for Malmesbury and from
x7o8 until x7xg represented Cambridge as a
Hanoverian Tory, sharing the borough with Sir
John Hynde Cotton of Madingley (c. x688—x7gz),
the leader of the Cambridgeshire Tories and a
Jacobite. Lady Cotton noted that Shepheard was
'resolved to be a Cambridgeshire country gentle-
man'ut in x7x4 a Cambridge Tory reported 'we
are preparing here to throw out Shepheard by
promoting Mr Sclater's interest'. However, little
could the Cambridgeshire Tories have realized
then the retribution that they would bring upon
themselves as they created thirty-six new freemen
in the borough so that Shepheard was defeated in
the x7x5 election by nineteen votes. Not only did
Samuel have Thomas Sclater (c. x 664—x 7g 6),4
Cotton's new partner, unseated in May x 7x g in his
own favour, but he also began a period of nearly
thirty-five years throughout which he fought to
replace the Tory dominance of Cambridge and
Cambridgeshire with Whig control.
While establishing himself as a leading figure in

county politics, Shepheard also held a directorship
in the East India Company from x7x7 to x7zx and
in x7x8 became guardian of Henry Bromley
(x7o5—y y) of Horseheath Hall, a link which was to
prove important in the crushing of the Cambridge-
shire Tories. Although he did not stand for the
Commons in the election of x7zz Samuel applied
to Horace Walpole in x 7zg for Whig support in the
forthcoming by-election for Cambridgeshire and in
November x 7z4, following the elevation of
Edward Lord Harley (x 689—x74x) to the House of
Lords as second Earl of Oxford, Shepheard was
returned for the county of Cambridgeshire. Soon,
carrying the influential Bromley and Jenyns fami-
lies with him, Samuel tipped the scales against the



Tories in Cambridgeshire. At the z7z7 election he
was re-elected for the county and introduced
Henry Bromley,s his former ward, to take the other
seat against Cotton and another Tory. In zygo
Bromley became the Whigs'lection manager for
Cambridgeshire and, with Shepheard and others,
he spent extravagantly to undermine the Tory
interest. Together Shepheard and Bromley held
Cambridgeshire against the Tories until Bromley
was raised to the peerage, probably by payment, as
Baron Montfort of Horseheath in May z7yz. In
z 737 Shepheard and Bromley had taken their long
and bitter campaign against Cotton and the Tories
into the borough of Cambridge, successfully
promoting Gilbert Affleck (c. z68' z76'), a
cousin and former ally of Cotton, against Cotton's
Tory candidate, Dingley Askham. Cotton's influ-
ence in Cambridge was at last destroyed as the
Corporation, who were Tories by inclination,
found the Whigs were more generous with their
money. Unable to fight back successfully against
the enormous expenditure of Shepheard and
Bromley, Sir John Cotton abandoned his former
stronghold and retreated to a seat at Marlborough
in z 7q z, where he took refuge in a pocket borough
belonging to the Tory Lord Bruce. He must have
been relieved not only to have escaped the political
attacks of the Whigs but also Shepheard's personal
vendetta against him, which at the Cambridgeshire
Quarter Sessions had culminated in an assault by
Cotton on Shepheard after much provocation.
In z 74 z Shepheard's interest was instrumental in

filling, unopposed, the vacancy for Cambridgeshire
with Soame Jenyns (z 7oq—87), following
Bromley's peerage. Jenyns was returned, unop-
posed again, in z7q7 but this time in partnership
with the Hon. Philip Yorke (z 72,o—9o), as Samuel
himself transferred to Cambridge, which he
represented with Thomas Hay, Viscount Dupplin
(z7zo—87). Without a credible Tory interest to
oppose at the polls of Cambridge and Cam-
bridgeshire, Shepheard's attention returned to the
elections in Suffolk where there was a real contest
to be fought. Usually Suffolk elected two Tories
unopposed but in z7y7 the Whigs put up two
candidates who, however, withdrew before the
poll.'n the words of Soame Jenyns, Shepheard
was '...like Alexander, uneasy only for want of
new worlds to conquer'."
However, Shepheard, who was now aged over

seventy, had waged his last campaign and while
returning from Bath he died of a stroke on zy April
z7y8 at Hampton Court. His achievements were

6 SamuelShepheardofExningic. t676—r7yg),British
School, eighteenth century
Temple Newsam Heirloom

summarized in an obituary in The Gentleman'
Magazine with the words 'Sam Shepheard, Esq
member for Cambridge, for which town and
county he had serv'd in 8 parliaments; he died
vastly rich'.'is political career, which as a
Member of Parliament had stretched over forty-
seven years with only occasional breaks, showed
him to be a formidable opponent in the constitu-
encies at least, if not notably in The Commons.
During Samuel's parliamentary career no fewer

than five of the Ingram family had also been Mps,
representing the borough of Horsham, Sussex, in
which the Ingrams had a powerful

interest.'hether

Shepheard had much direct contact with



7 Charles Ingram (later 9th Viscount
Irwin) as a boy, with his sister Elizabeth
and father, Colonel Charles Ingram, by
Philip Mercier
Temple Newsam

the Hon. Arthur Ingram (Mp r7I5—2,x), Arthur
Ingram (Mp t7I5—z,z), the Hon. Henry Ingram
(MP ?72.2—36) the Hon. Charles Ingram (MP
x737—48) or Charles Ingram (MP I747—63) is
unknown. As Members of Parliament and Whig
supporters Shepheard and the Ingrams must have
been acquainted with each other but it was not
until a decade after his death that the important
link was forged by the marriage of Charles Ingram
MP to Frances (l734—1807), Samuel's illegitimate
daughter and heir.
On his death Samuel Shepheard's considerable

fortune, which included lands in Lincolnshire,
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, Devon, and
Middlesex, passed to trustees according to his will
made on zy September t744 and amended with
codicils on z.6 February and z,8 March

x745.'esides

listing various bequests and annuities
Shepheard left the trustees with detailed instruc-
tions concerning the provisions to be made for the
maintenance and education of his daughter, who
was made a ward of the chancery by a private Act
of Parliament in t748. The interest from an
investment of f4o,ooo was to provide for Frances
until her marriage, subject to upper limits of 64oo
per annum until the age of ten years, 66oo p.a. until
the age of fifteen, Et,ooo p.a. up to the age of
twenty-one, and over twenty-one as much interest
as was available. The trustees were requested by
Samuel in his will 'to treat and use my said
Daughter Frances Gibson, commonly called
Frances Shepheard, with all care, tenderness and
regard and that they will show her the same
affection and love as I did myself in my lifetime'.

IO



8 Henry, yth Viscount
Irwin (r 69 r—r y6 r), and his
wife Anne, by Philip Mercier
Temple Newsam
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Despite his own fairly extraordinary extra-
marital relationships, which included living for
many years with a woman whom he had bought
from her husband by conveyance and whom he
eventually discarded for her infidelity,'amuel
left specific orders for his trustees regarding
Frances'ventual marriage. It was his wish that she
should marry Thomas Bromley (zy32,—99), son
and heir of his close friend Henry, Lord Montfort,
if 'Thomas Bromley and Frances Gibson com-
monly called Frances Shepheard shall like each
other and consent thereto'.
However, besides Thomas Bromley, Samuel

stated that Frances should not marry any peer or
Lord of Parliament of Great Britain, Scotland or
Ireland, nor any person likely to succeed to the
peerage in Britain, Scotland or Ireland, nor any

person being by birth an Irishman or Scotsman. If
Frances should marry without the trustees'on-
sent, the Ego,ooo invested on her behalf would
return to the estate, but if she should marry with
the consent of the majority of the trustees then the
Xyo,ooo would be paid to her husband on
condition that he first made a settlement of at least
X3,ooo per annum upon her. By meeting the
conditions Frances would also receive the interest
on a further f2.o,ooo not to be controlled by her
husband, as well as Samuel's houses at Exning in
Suffolk and in Cavendish Square, London, with
their contents.
Clearly, Frances was a very wealthy young

woman and potentially a rich catch for an eligible
young man subject to the restrictive conditions
imposed by her father's will. The suggested



marriage of Frances to Thomas Bromley did not
come to pass, perhaps because Thomas'ather,
Lord Montfort, committed suicide on r January
t73g leaving debts of 63o,ooo and his estate in a
ruinous condition as a result of his lavish spending
on electioneering, gambling, and his

house.'homas

appears to have followed his father's lead
in financial matters, being chronically in difficulties
over money and yet being absurdly

extravagant.'rances,

meanwhile, without any financial prob-
lems could enjoy her spending and evidence of her
liking for clothes, shoes, hats and even a sedan
chair and a 'four wheel machine'an be found in
her collection of bills and receipts dating between
t748 and r7g8, which survive in the Temple
Newsam

Papers.'t

this period the Ingrams were resolving a
problem of succession as the result of a shortage of
sons in the family. After the death in r7oz of
Arthur 3rd Viscount Irwin, who had nine sons, the
next five Viscounts were brothers, who each left no
son: Edward, 4th Viscount from r7oz to r7r4;
Rich, yth Viscount from r7r4 to r7zr; Arthur 6th
Viscount from r7zr to t736; Henry, 7th Viscount
from t736 to r76r and George, 8th Viscount from
r76r to t763. Consequently in the r74os and
r75os the Ingrams —and in particular the 7th
Viscount —were preparing as heir to the title and
estate the only son in the family, Charles Ingram
(Plate 7), son of Henry's younger brother Colonel
Charles Ingram (r 696—r 748)
The young Charles Ingram was born in r7z7,

educated at Westminster School from r737 to
I743 and was returned as Mp for Horsham in r747
by his uncle the 7th Viscount Irwin (Plate 8), who
controlled both seats in the borough. In r 746 Irwin
had applied for a commission in the Guards for
Charles but abandoned the scheme as Charles was
the family's only male heir and in r747 applied
unsuccessfully for an equerryship to King
GeorgeII. In r73t Henry was too late with his
application for Charles to be appointed to a post in
the household of the new Prince ofWales and in the
following year Charles was passed over for a
vacancy as a Groom of the Bedchamber to the
Prince in favour of a connection of Henry Pelham.
However in r7g6, through the influence of the
Duke of Newcastle, Henry succeeded in getting
Charles appointed Groom of the Bedchamber to
the Prince of Wales, a post which he continued to
hold after the Prince became King George III in
r76o and which he left in r763 only when he
became the 9th Viscount

Irwin.'n

about r 736 Henry and the Reverend George
Ingram, his younger brother and heir, obtained an
Act of Parliament which empowered them to settle
a part of the family estates on their nephew,
Charles (Plate 9), for his marriage settlement. How
the connection was made with Frances and her
trustees is uncertain but the 7th Viscount and
George proposed that land and property in the
Viscount's possession of yearly rent or value of
about E3,3z3 should be vested in Charles, thus
making it possible for a marriage settlement to be
drawn up within the conditions of Samuel's will for
the payment of much of Frances'nheritance to her
husband. Thus in July r7g8 Charles Ingram and
Frances Gibson or Shepheard (Plate to) 'of
Scotland Yard'2'ere married and took up
residence at Temple Newsam, which the 7th
Viscount vacated for them by moving to Hills, near
Horsham.
For the Ingram family the marriage of their heir,

Charles, to a young woman of such wealth must
have been a great pleasure. For many years the
family's financial position had been very difficult
and in t7z3 Arthur, 6th Viscount Irwin had
obtained a private Act of Parliament by which he
was authorized to mortgage or sell parts of the
family estates up to a value of Ezz,ooo in order to
fulfil the bequests made in the wills of his father, the
3rd Viscount, and brother Edward, the 4th
Viscount.22 It appears that a considerable part of
the Z4o,ooo which passed from the late Samuel
Shepheard's trustees to Charles Ingram upon his
marriage to Frances was used to free the family at
long last from the r7z3 mortgage. In addition,
the 6th and 7th Viscounts had both spent large
sums of money on buying full control of the
borough of Horsham's elections, although not on
the same lavish scale or with such acrimony as
Samuel Shepheard in Cambridge and Cambridge-
shire. By about r 737 Henry completed this change
in electoral strategy from one of minimizing
expenses by sharing the borough's two seats in
Parliament with the Ingram's Tory rivals —the
Eversfields —to one of purchasing sufficient
burgages from Charles Eversfield to give the
Ingram interest secure control over both seats.
While such political power made Henry a man to
be cultivated by leading Whigs and helped to bring
him, his family and friends prestigious and
lucrative government appointments it also
imposed a financial burden in the form of buying
vote-owning properties at inflated prices and
meeting the hospitality and legal costs involved in



ro Frances (Gibson) Shepheard (r 734—r 8o7), daughter of
Samuel Shepheard and wife of Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin;
by Sir Joshua Reynolds
The Earl ofHalifax

9 Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin (r 7a7—78),
by Benjamin Wilson
Temple Newsam Heirloom

maintaining a majority. In t7z3 the 6th Viscount
had contracted to pay Eversfield 66,ooo for twenty
Horsham burgages, the first Et,ooo to be paid
immediately. By Arthur's death in t 736 the
balance of this diet had increased to X7,ooo and by
I743 the 7th Viscount had increased his inherited
liability to X9,ooo by purchasing further burgages.
Lord Irwin had thus become sole political patron in
Horsham but at a cost the family could ill afford-
in the words of the historian of the borough 'Lord
Irwin must have read his Horsham Parliamentary
barometer with mixed feelings, for though politic-
ally speaking it was permanently set fair, yet
financially it represented very heavy clouds'.24
During his ownership of Temple Newsam Henry

also spent large sums on the restoration of parts of

the old house, including the creation of the present
Picture Gallery and Library and the building of the
Stable Block. Charles'arriage to Frances and
their move to Temple Newsam in t7S8 presumably
came as a great relief as well as a pleasure to the
Ingrams. Her fortune must have helped the couple
to adopt a positive attitude to the estate and in the
year of their marriage Charles contacted Lancelot
'Capability'rown about improvements to the
park. During the x76os and r77os Charles and
Frances consulted the architects John Carr and
Robert Adam about modernizing their house,
employed Brown to landscape the grounds and
installed a new water supply using a hydraulic ram
designed by the engineer John Smeaton. Charles
also spent quite lavishly on paintings, including a

I3



r r The Daughters of Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin, and his wife Frances; by Benjamin
Wilson. They are, from left to right, Louisa Susanna, Harriet, Isabella Anne (later
Lady Hertford), Frances and Elizabeth
The Earl ofHalifax

'Rubens'or Ezoo, a 'Claude't Er oo and two van
der Veldes for 6o guineas. Meanwhile the yth
Viscount Irwin had died at Horsham in r 76r with
a list of debts totalling Er 3,3Sz 4s. rod!
Frances and Charles quickly established a

family, having five daughters in rapid succession—
Isabella Ann (r76o—r834), Frances (ry6r—r84r),
Elizabeth (ry6z,—rgz3), Harriet (ry6S—r8r S) and
Louisa Susanna (ry66—r8Sy) (Plate r t). In ry63
Charles became 9th Viscount Irwin on the death of
his uncle George, the 8th Viscount, and in ry68 he
was elected one of the sixteen fepresentative peers
of Scotland. However, he did not have a son and on
his death in ryy8 the Irwin viscountcy became
extinct and the Ingram estate passed to Frances for
her life and then to their daughters.

During her thirty years of widowhood Frances
proved herself to be both energetic and determined.
While she and Charles had contemplated improv-
ing the South Wing of Temple Newsam to the
designs of Carr or Adam it was in fact she who
actually had the major alterations carried out
between rp9z, and ry96 under the direction of a
local architect, William Johnson. This involved not
only the establishment of a new wing with
reception rooms on the ground floor and suites of
bedrooms and dressing rooms above but also the
creation of a new kitchen in the former
seventeenth-century chapel in the north wing
basement.

In politics, as well as in architecture, Frances
carried on almost as energetically as her father and

I4



husband before her and maintained the Ingram's
hold on Horsham, where no election had been
contested since r 7z 5. However, in the late t78os
Lady Irwin was almost politically outmanoeuvred
by the Duke of Norfolk in a way reminiscent of her
father's tactics in Cambridge —the acquisition of
independent votes and the challenging of the
credentials of the opposing interest's supporters.
At the r79o election the Duke's candidates
defeated Lady Irwin's men but she fought back by
petitioning Parliament, had both M P s unseated and
her nominees chosen in their places. Her
appointees, who paid her large sums for her
support, were returned unopposed in subsequent
elections until z 8o6, when the Duke's were elected
and survived a committee of enquiry. But after only
six months another general election was called and

Lady Irwin, now in her seventies, contested the
Duke's grip on Horsham by petitioning the
Commons after her candidates'efeat.
Her case was successful in February r 8o8 but she

did not live to enjoy the victory, having died at
Temple Newsam in November r8o7. Like her
father, The Gentleman's Magazine obituary noted
that she 'died very rich'nd her electioneering
drive and craftiness in her last years are reminiscent
of him sixty years earlier. Samuel would surely
have been proud of both her capable stewardship
of her great wealth and her maintenance of the
family's complete political stranglehold on
Horsham —and without any doubt the Ingrams
would have been poorer in many ways had they not
found their good Shepheards in Frances and
Samuel.
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ANOTHER LOOK AT LADY HERTFORD'S
CHINESE DRAWING ROOM
ANTHONY WELLS-COLE

On 3 May z 8z8 Elizabeth Allen wrote in her diary
that she 'drove past Temple Newsam home which
is a beautiful drive, they are new furnishing 5c
painting the house, the gallery 5c lower rooms were
done last year 5t: are very handsome 5c comfort-
able...'.'t

has only very recently been realized that these
were not idle comments but accurately described
the extent of the alterations made by Isabella,
Marchioness of Hertford, the owner of Temple
Newsam.2 In fact there is plenty of evidence to
show that not only did Lady Hertford substitute
crimson flock paper hangings for green flock in the
Picture Gallery and remodel most if not all of the
ground floor rooms in the South Wing, but also
redecorated at least one of the bedrooms above.
The celebrated Chinese Drawing Room which
Lady Hertford created in t8zy—z8 (Plate Iz) was
but one of a substantial number of rooms on which
she stamped her personality; although it is the
best-known of her interiors3 it nevertheless
deserves re-examination because conservation
work has led to new discoveries about the room
and its predecessor.
Isabella Anne Shepheard Ingram was born in

ty6o, the eldest of the five daughters of Charles
Ingram, 9th Viscount Irwin, and his wife Frances
Gibson. How different the situation was from her
grandfather's generation when there had been nine
sons, five of whom succeeded to the title. Her father
had made some alterations to the house and had
commissioned distinguished architects, John Carr,
Capability Brown and Robert Adam, to plan
others but he died in ryy8 before these could be
carried out.4 No doubt he had been motivated
partly by a desire to continue the programme of
modernizing the old-fashioned Jacobean interiors
of the house that Henry yth Viscount, in particular,
had undertaken in the typos and qos; but he must
have wanted also to provide accommodation for
five growing daughters. In the event it was his
widow, Frances, who had the alterations made
between ty9z and iy96: her architect was a local

man, William Johnson, who had worked in the
office of James Wyatt.
Behind a new facade these late eighteenth-

century alterations created five new bed chambers
and dressing rooms out of the Jacobean Great
Chamber and other rooms on the first floor of the
South Wing, with a passage and back stairs for
access. On the ground floor the Great Hall was
remodelled, the room to the west of it (the Terrace
Room) came into being, while to the east two rooms
took the place of the domestic offices and kitchen. A
new kitchen was established in the former chapel
across the courtyard in the North Wing.
The room with which we are concerned could be

entered via the door in the south-east corner of the
Great Hall or, via a lobby, from the room beyond
or from the back stairs. Frances died in r8oy and
the inventory of her goods, taken the following
year, describes the room as the Best Dining Room.
The object must have been to provide a fashionable
room for formal occasions instead of using the old
Great Chamber upstairs, whilst the family still ate
informally in the Parlour beyond the Terrace
Room, as they must have done since Jacobean
times. Whatever the reason, we can reconstruct
how it looked in t 8o8 by analysing what remains
of its decoration and referring to the invaluable
inventory. This will in turn enable us to determine
precisely what Lady Hertford did to the room in
r8zy —z8.
Architecturally the room was always undistin-

guished —how regrettable that Robert Adam
didn't receive the commission! —the ceiling is
plain, the mouldings of cornice, chair rail, and
skirting only relieved by conventional classical
waterleaf decoration and the like. All these, and the
decoration of the shutters and, presumably, the
former door architraves, are identical to their
counterparts in the Terrace Room. What impact
the room had must have derived from the
treatment of the walls and from the furnishings. As
in the other rooms of this period the walls were
lined with horizontal tongue and groove boards

t6



ra The Chinese drawing room, photographed between r9zz and 1939.The original
chimney piece, fire-grate, overmantel glass and window cornices were removed in
t939

rebated into vertical pine battens, giving a surpris-
ingly smooth surface. Coarse linen, perhaps from
Scotland, woven in yard-wide strips, was sewn
together to form a single piece and tacked around
the edges of the wall. Next, a lining paper was
pasted to this and finally the decorative paper was
hung. Fortunately it all survives beneath subse-
quent layers and its existence has been known for
some time.7 Rolls of wallpaper at that time were
still made up of individual sheets of hand-made
paper pasted together, brushed with a ground
colour and printed with the decoration by means of
one or more wood blocks. This paper has a peach-
coloured ground and is printed in a gold pigment
with a design of oak garlands against a pattern of
repeated dashes. Removal of the paper from its
lining and the linen has revealed no trace of any
Excise Duty Stamp obligatory on all English
wallpapers made between z7ty and t836, so the

assumption is that it must be French. Indeed, in its
pristine state it must have had almost all the subtle
elegance and luxury of a contemporary French silk.
What is far more surprising is that another pink-
ground paper printed in ochres, grays and gold—
first discovered in the lobby in z983 —is actually
the border to this paper (Plate z3). And what a
border! It is to'/z in deep and ran around the room
above the chair rail and below the cornice. The
carved wood fillet tacked on above the chair rail
and the moulded papier-mache vine-leaf fillet
nailed on to the bed of the ceiling next to the
cornice, both of which survive, must date from this
scheme too—vine leaves were more appropriate
for a dining room than for the drawing room which
succeeded it. The decoration of the room was
completed by the paintwork which, until micro-
scopic paint analyses are done, one has to assume
was probably white.
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r3 Wallpaper and border, probably French c. r 796—x Sop. These were covered over
with Chinese wallpaper in x 8 zy—zS

Then the room was furnished. The tgo8
inventory tells us how:

3 Room best dining room Ground Floor —z, Blue dyed
calico window curtains bordered and lined with blue
turning to run on brass rods with drapery heads and
French fringe and made to run across the pier with long
laths lines and bronze curtains pins and burnished gold
spear cornices z. white Holland rolling blinds and racks
x z mahogany backstools with indented term feet and the
backs reeded and square stuffed and covered with
Crimson Morocco leather and brass mouldings z elbow
ditto to match a mahogany table in the pier with a shelf
the corners rounded and a carved frieze with 6 term feet
with carved Egyptian heads and feet bronzed and Ebony
bands round the top and cross-banded with Mahogany z,

Mahogany sideboards to match the pier table g Brass
argaund lamps with z burners each finished in Bronze
and Or Molu mouldings on round pedestals a mock
turkey Wilton carpet a large glass in the pier with a head

piecce in a rich carved and gilt frame with white pannels
and bronzed heads on the sides A chimney glass with a
head plate and the frame to match the pier frame with a
carved ornament top to ditto A high polished steel
register stove with a compass front and a high polished
steel fender and shovel tongs and poker and a high
painted green wire fender and a fire guard a hearth rug z
bronze figures of a horse and a bull on brass inlaid
pedestals a bell pull

In the two lumber rooms beyond were

A Matt pattern oil cloth with a border —belonging to the
new dining room ry feet by zg feet y pieces ofmatt...
We can now envisage the entire scheme: pink walls
with gold garlands, blue window curtains with
gold cornices and white blinds, mahogany chairs
upholstered in crimson leather, mahogany
sideboards and pier table with bronzed Egyptian

xg



ornament, a mock turkey carpet and, when the
dining tables were brought in (they are not
mentioned here), an oil cloth to protect the carpet
with, perhaps, mats under the sideboards (which
were probably placed in the recesses either side of
the chimneypiece). Presumably there were paint-
ings, but these were listed together elsewhere in the
inventory. Lighting was provided by argand
lamps and the horse and bull were the only
ornaments. It was a chaste late-classical interior
and the notable formality with which its right-up-
to-date furniture was no doubt disposed around
the room, together with the character of the
wallpaper and its border and the fact that the room
beyond had not yet been converted, all suggest that
the 'new'r 'best'ining room had not been
completed much before x SoS.
If the wallpaper is indeed French it may well have

been Isabella who procured it for her mother, for in
zp76 she had married Francis Seymour Conway,
Viscount Beauchamp, who in ty94 became znd
Marquess of Hertford. He may well have inherited
a taste for luxury French goods from his father who
was ambassador to the Court of Louis XV in Paris
from r 763 to zy6g. If so, he certainly passed it on
to their son; as Lord Yarmouth, he advised the
Prince Regent in his collecting of Dutch pictures,
divided pairs of French furniture with him and laid
the foundations of what we now know as the
Wallace Collection at Hertford House in
London.'o
Isabella was, both through her husband's family

and their connections at Court, ideally placed to
observe and respond to contemporary fashions for
French, Chinese and even revived-Jacobean
interiors. Her liaison with the Prince Regent lasted
from about xSo6 until she was displaced in his
affections by Lady Conyngham in r8zo;" it gave
her the opportunity of seeing the progress at the
Pavilion in Brighton. When she came to live at
Temple Newsam on the death of her husband in
z 8zz, fifteen years after she had inherited the place,
she began on the house in earnest.
Though new, the dining room was clearly not to

her taste. Her alterations were non-structural but
the aesthetic change she wrought was absolute: this
was to be the most fashionable drawing room and
lobby possible in the r 8zos. Everything was done
with the utmost care. The double doors from the
back staircase to the lobby were blocked by placing
against them a three-door break-front cupboard
surmounted by a looking glass in a frame which
was provided with a cresting of lively mid

( g~@M(/I@ I~

r4 Wall cupboards, French c.

taboo,

in the
Chinese Drawing Room lobby

eighteenth-century rococo carving. Both this and
the cupboard doors are French, the latter dating
from the reign of Louis XIV. Though carved with
trophies of musical instruments and gilded this was
not enough for Lady Hertford and she had them
painted with stylized flowers and leafy twigs in
black, and their frames japanned black and
stencilled with conventional rinceaux in gold
(Plate r4). She covered up the French wallpaper
with Chinese, added an elaborate plasterwork
'rose'nd silvered papier-mache fillets to the
ceiling, and had the bed of the ceiling painted to
resemble the pleated fabric of fashionable tent
rooms (Plate zg).t2 She added mirror plates to the
shutters and replaced the door architraves with
French ones of Louis XIV date delicately carved
with ornament very much in the manner of Jean
Berain.'hese architraves have been given extra
height by the addition of a frieze and cornice
embellished with classical leaf mouldings.
Ensuite with these are the two door architraves

of the Drawing Room itself, and the architraves
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with which she framed the bookcases in the
recesses either side of the chimney piece (see Plate
t z,); here the pilasters had to be cut in two in order
to allow for the projection of the cupboards below.
However, they fit so neatly under their
segmental-head arches, and the carving in the
panels of the arches is not only identical in
character but shares some subsidiary ornament
with the pilasters, that they must have belonged
together in their original location. This was
presumably some house ransacked during the
Revolution, its decorative features sold off and
acquired by the Hertfords. The lower doors consist
of panels of Japanese lacquer set into European
frames decorated in gold with the same conven-
tional ornament as used on the cupboards in the
lobby: similar ornament was also added to the
smaller Japanese panels and was 'pencilled'n
black on the gilded frames of the glazed cupboards
above. Even the casework of the Broadwood
cabinet upright piano (Plate x 6),which was bought
for the room, was gilded with this conventional
ornament while the front panel was painted in
imitation of the Japanese lacquer; the front legs
probably came from a Louis XIV table and the
gilded putto on top is surely French too. Also from
France must have come the pier glass, which
survives, and the chimney glass (which does not);
the latter's rococo-revival character, entirely
appropriate for the late r 8zos, suggests that it may
have been bought new, and the same is probably
true of the long window cornice which spanned
both windows and the pier between (Plate t z,).
The hand-painted Chinese paper hangings with

which she covered up the French wallpaper are said
to have been given her mother by the Prince Regent
over twenty years earlier, in r 8o6. The paper is an
example of a particularly charming late eighteenth-
century type (virtually identical paper was hung by
the Prince Regent in the Saloon of his pavilion in
Brighton)4 it is as if the spectator were looking
out over a marble balustrade into a garden beyond.
In each vertical band a different species of tree is
paired with a flowering shrub in a jar half-hidden
by the balustrade. Notwithstanding the fact that
the artist conceived and executed the paper as a
continuous panorama Lady Hertford had it
divided into panels, as dictated probably both'by
this fashionable method of articulating an interior
and by the shortage of paper for the job: neither the
chimney breast nor the pier ever seems to have been
papered while the sections over the bookcases were
filled with portions of a scenic paper of a

ts Theceilingofthelobbyc. tgzy—zg

completely different kind. The panels were
bordered with a 'Regency stripe'aper apparently
cut from wallpaper 3o in wide, printed in silver on
a crimson ground; border and panels were
themselves separated by the same silvered
papier-mache fillet as used on the ceiling of the
lobby, and this was repeated below the cornice. She
reused the carved wood fillet above the chair rail
and left undisturbed the papier-mache vine trail on
the ceiling. Dissatisfied with the restrained design
of the Chinese paper she embellished it with birds
and other features snipped from unused pieces of
the paper and with birds cut from ten plates of the
first volume of J.J.Audubon's Birds of America,
published in z 8zp—z,8, to which she subscribed.
The traditional blue-green colour of the paint-

work seems very unlikely to have been the original.
Microscopic analysis of paint sections may confirm
that one of the original doors shows traces of
purple beneath several later layers; the possibility
that some of the paint scheme may originally have
been based on purples, apart from the suitability of
these colours as a foil to the Chinese paper, is
enhanced, on the one hand, by the purple ground to
the painted panel on the piano and, on the other, by
drawings for the Brighton Pavilion which show just
such a scheme being

proposed.'ithout

a post r 8zy—z.8 inventory to help, the
role of textiles in the interior must remain
unresolved, but on the basis of a drawing for the



Saloon at Brighton'he window curtains might
well have been an old-gold damask with the covers
of any seat furniture to match; this may also have
been the ground colour of the fitted carpet that was
likely at this date: the carpet shown in the early
twentieth-century photograph of the room (Plate
t6) could conceivably have been the original. We
do not know how the room was furnished.
The gorgeous appearance of the Chinese Draw-

ing Room, when the colours of the paper had their
pristine freshness,'as a tribute to the vision of
the remarkable sixty-seven year old Marchioness.
Her concern (which may have been in part
nostalgic) for the paper is evidenced by the
tenterhooks which were tapped into the wall at
approximately nine-inch intervals above the
Chinese paper: from these dust sheets would have
been hung when the house was closed for any
length of time to protect the paper from the dust
and smoke of the factories of Leeds —a glimpse of
good housekeeping methods no doubt common in
other country houses but rare and precious at
Temple Newsam. Ironically, the meticulous care
with which all the work was executed hastened the
deterioration of the very paper she was so anxious
to preserve. The separation of the constituent
layers of paper during the recent conservation has
shown that every effort was made to provide as
smooth a surface for the Chinese paper as possible.
The French paper was not removed but the slightly
raised pattern of oak garlands was rubbed down
with a sanding block. This exposed the highly
acidic metallic pigment and this has stained
through three layers of lining paper, a European
rag and Chinese mulberry and bamboo fibre papers
(the last very acidic), becoming visible through the
hand-painted Chinese paper itself. So the French
paper has had to be removed from the historically
fascinating sandwich and preserved separately.
At the same time the opportunity has been taken

to reverse some of the things done when the room
was last decorated in r939.'he white marble
chimneypiece (Plate rz), discarded then as plain
even though original to the room, has been remade
by Robert Aagaard from fragments surviving in the
cellars and a suitable Regency grate once in the
house has been brought from a room in the stables.
Efforts are being made to find a replacement for the
chimney glass. The cork tiles have been removed
revealing the pine floorboards, each of which is
butted up to and nailed horizontally to its
neighbour, the joints between the ends of boards
being ensured by an inset metal strip. During the

If
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r6 The Chinese Drawing Room, photographed c. r9ro
The Earl ofHalifax

summer of t 986 the paint scheme should have been
recreated and an appropriate carpet woven. So one
of Temple Newsam's most historic interiors will,
we hope, have regained most of its original
excitement.
This is just the start, for Lady Hertford

remodelled the Great Hall and, having created a
Chinese Drawing Room out of the 'best dining
room', turned her attention to the Parlour; she also
panelled out the Terrace Room to take two
Beauvais tapestries —more spoils, perhaps, from
France after the Revolution. Until photographs of
this room, taken before 1939and preferably before
I894, turn up we shall have little idea of its former
appearance. However, the recent identification of a
carved and gilt panel (see title-page illustration)
probably of Louis XVI date'once an overdoor in
a French hotel?) as the feature with which Lady
Hertford had topped the chimney glass, shows that
she set about this room with the same eclecticism
and flair as she had applied to her Chinese Drawing
Room. But this is another story.
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x7 Small fragments of the paper in pristine condition were
found under the black marble slabs of the cupboards; the
blue and green pigments were analysed by the paper
conservator, Allyson McDermott, and found to be respec-
tively Malachite and Asherite.

x8 The Director was then Philip Hendy and six year later he
recalled what had been done; his notes emphasize the change
in attitude towards the treatment of historic buildings that
has taken place in the last half century: 'No architectural
alterations have been made in this room. The paper was
cleaned fairly satisfactorily with a stock kind of dough-like
rubber mixture sold for cleaning wall-paper —after South
Kensington [the V ScA] had failed to suggest anything but
breadcrumbs, which had no effect. The mantle-piece was of
white marble, and probably of x796. Over it was a big
Victorian mirror, of which the outline can still be seen. The
new mantle-piece came from Edwards in Harrogate. It is a
composite affair, and had been stripped, stained, and
varnished. The grate [a late eighteenth-century one] was
given by the City Museum, having come to them with a
composition Adam mantle-piece which is still somewhere in
the house. The old colour of the paint was a sort of khaki'.

x9 Pictures and Furniture (Temple Newsam, x93S), p. 9: 'The
Terrace Room ] Decorated probably at the same time as the
Blue [Chinese] Drawing Room. The large panels were
designed to take Beauvais tapestries. The carved and gilt pine
in the panel over the fireplace is French, of the Louis XVI
period (x 774—89)'.
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TWO BRONZE DOGS FROM
THE HOPE COLLECTION
ADAM WHITE

The patron, connoisseur, designer, and collector
Thomas Hope (r769—r83r) was a figure of
international importance in the art world of his
time.'tems from his collections are eagerly sought
by museums and several have been identified by
research into old acquisitions. Such was the case in
z969—7o when Hugh Honour unravelled the
history of Antonio Canova's famous marble statue
of Venus (at present displayed at the City Art
Gallery) which was completed for Hope in r 8I9-
zo.s It now transpires that this was not the only
sculpture from his collection to have found its way
to Leeds.

A pair of identical bronze greyhounds with gilt
brass collars, currently on show at Temple
Newsam (Plate t7), were until recently thought to
be fire dogs. However, Christopher Gilbert pointed
out4 that an exactly similar dog is illustrated on the
footboard of a couch in Hope's influential book
Household Furniture and Interior Decoration, first
published in rgo7 (Plate r8). The plates of this
work show the interiors and contents of the
mansion in Duchess Street, off Portland Place in the
West End of London, which Hope purchased in
I799 and swiftly transformed into a combination
of residence and private museum. In r8t9 he
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r 7 Two greyhounds. Bronze, length yo cm
Leeds City Art Galleries
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r 8 A couch, side and end views. Engraving from Thomas Hope, Household Furniture
and Interior Decoration ( t 8o7)
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r9 The Picture Gallery at Duchess St, detail from Magazine ofFine Arts (r 8zr ).The
sofa is in the foreground and the couch is almost certainly that on the left hand side of
the table in the centre of the room. The couch on the other side of the table is one of a
different design which is also illustrated in Household Furniture

added a picture gallery and an engraving of it
published in rgzt (Plate r9) shows not only what
appears to be the same couch but a sofa with two
more dogs of the same design serving as what must
have been extremely unrelaxing arm rests. This
raises the question as to whether there were still
more of these dogs in Hope's collection; if not it
is fair to assume that those on the sofa are the
Leeds pair.

In the introduction to Household Furniture
Hope complained that he had been unable to
recruit a competent furniture designer and so had
been 'obliged to depend in a great measure on [his]
own... abilities'. Bronze ornaments were a
feature of the style which he created and they
contributed to its intended effect of permanence
and durability. These qualities are much in
evidence in the dogs which are so heavy that at first

they almost give the impression of having been cast
solid.
Hope again found himself in difficulty when he

came to look for craftsmen capable of executing
'the more complicate[d] and more enriched portion
of [his] designs'ut after a 'most laborious

search'e

eventually found a 'bronzist'n whom he had
some confidence.'his was Alexis Decaix, a
Frenchman who, it is thought, may have fled to
England from the Revolution and was recorded as
living in London from t 79'nwards. He worked
for Garrard's the silversmiths from I799 to I8oy
and from r 8oo to x 8o3 supplied 'bronze manufac-
tures'o the Prince ofWales." The dogs may well be
also from his hand, although apart from the collars
they are coarsely executed, not what one would
expect from his association with Garrard. It would
be interesting to know how he reacted to Hope's



taste for bronze in its 'green and naked state'ith a
natural patina and whether the dogs were allowed
to remain in this condition when they were first
made. Hope allowed that the metal could always
'assume a richer garb't a later stage, '...be gilt
and be

burnished'.'hough

in some respects a very strict neo-
classicist, Hope cast his eye over a wide range of
Western and Middle Eastern civilisation and
combined elements from several styles. His electic-
ism come through in the bizarre language which he
used to describe the dog on the couch: 'a
greyhound lies watching... after the manner of
similar animals on Gothic sarcophagi'.'Gothic
sarcophagi's a classical revivalist's term for
medieval tomb chests on which dogs were often
shown at the feet of female effigies. Hope no doubt
visualized a lady reclining on his elegant piece of
furniture after the manner ofMadame Recamier in
J.-L. David's famous painting of Princess Pauline
Borghese in Antonio Canova's notorious sculp-
ture. Greyhounds could, in fact, be considered to
be in the purest classical taste for they are common
in Roman sculpture and examples had come to

light in the late eighteenth-century excavations
around Rome.'ope himself owned a pair of
figures of a greyhound dog and bitch which had
been discovered among the ruins of the villa of the
Emperor Antoninus Pius at

Lanuvium.'or

Hope, bronze furniture ornaments had a
further advantage of being removable from 'things
become useless or decayed'.'here is no doubt
that the Leeds greyhounds were attached to
something for they both have screw holes under-
neath, but they had evidently been taken from their
setting by the time of the great sale of the Hope
heirlooms held by Christie's in r9r7 at which they
were catalogued simply as sculpture. The pur-
chaser at the sale was the Leeds industrialist Sir
Edward (later Lord) Brotherton who acquired the
Hope Venus on the same day, paying the high price
of t6S guineas for the bronzes.'n his death in
I930 the three objects passed to his niece by
marriage, the writer Dorothy Una Ratcliffe who
presented the Venus to Leeds in r9S9 and
bequeathed the dogs eight years later. We have
every reason to be grateful to her.

NOTES
x See David Watkin, Thomas Hope x 769—x 85 x and the Neo-
Classical Idea (x968).

z Correspondence, sculpture files, Leeds City Art Gallery.
Hugh Honour, 'Canova's Statues of Venus', The Burlington
Magazine, x x4 (x972), 658—7o (666—67).

4 Furmture at Temple Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, xx

(x978), no. 569.
Watkin, op. cit., chapter 4.

6 Ibid, pp. xx,x—zz.
7 Reproduced in Frances Collard, Regency Furniture (x985),
p. 9x.. I am grateful to Christopher Gilbert for drawing my
attention to this illustration.

8 Household Furniture..., Dover Publications (New York,
x97x) pp. 7—8.

9 Cf.Watkin, Thomas Hope..., pp. x x5—x6.

xo Household Furniture, p. xo.
x x Martin Chapman, 'Thomas Hope's Vase and Alexis Decaix'.

The V O'A Album, 4 (x 985), ax 6—z8 (zzo—zx).
xz Household Furniture, pp. 4o, 4x..
x 5 Ibid., p. 74.
x4 B. F. Cook, The Townley Marbles, British Museum

publication (x985), pp. xg—xo.
x5 Adolph Michaelis, Ancient Marblesin Great Britain (x88z),

p. z87. They were sold with the other classical sculptures
from the Hope collection at Christie's, London, z4 July
x917, lots zz6~ zz7.

x6 As n. x x.
x7 x9 July, lot z57. The price was noted by Brotherton in his

copy of the sale catalogue (Brotherton Library, University of
Leeds).
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PIRANESI, MR MESSENGER AND THE
DUKE OF NEWCASTLE
'Supereminent art applied to

industry'AMES

LOMAX

In r98'he Art Galleries bought a magnificent pair
of ormolu colza lamps in the form of antique
rhytons or drinking horns (Plate zo). Their striking
appearance and exquisite modelling suggested an
interesting authorship and design source, while
engraved ducal coronets and initials N on the
covers, for the fourth Duke of Newcastle, estab-
lished its august provenance. Subsequent research
has+revealed that they were made in workshops of
Thomas Messenger and Sons of Birmingham and
were purchased by the Duke on his visit there in
r 838.The design has been found to be taken from
an engraving which had originally been dedicated
to the Duke's uncle the Earl of Lincoln in G.B.
Piranesi's Vasi, Candelabri, Cippi, Sarcophagi...
(r 778). Furthermore, the names Flaxman,
Chantrey and Wyon have been associated with the
firm of Messenger and it is possible that one of
these leading sculptors may have been involved in
the design or modelling of the lamps now at
Temple Newsam. However, firm evidence for this
has yet to be established.
The fourth Duke of Newcastle (ry85—r85r) has

found his niche in history as one of the most
reactionary men at large in public life during a time
of great social and political change. His violent
anti-Reform credo was published in a tract entitled
Thoughts in Times Past Tested by Subsequent
Events (r 83 y) which was one long harangue
against the evils of the Whig government of the
day: 'Reform has been a mania and it has been
suffered to invade every institution of the state. I
have always dreaded its consequence... abhored
its sources... never ceased to oppose its
advances... I have my suspicions of all men who
profess themselves to be Reformers'.2 His
comment on his fellow peers who failed to vote
against the third reading of the r 83z, Reform Bill
was to describe them as 'those contemptible
people, the waverers, or, as we should have called
them at Eton, the sneakers'. In r 8z9 he earned the

hatred of his neighbours and tenantry and the
disapproval of Parliament when he evicted thirty-
seven of his tenants who voted against his
nominees at an election. His reply to his critics was
truly an echo from the anci en regime: 'May I not do
as I please with my own?'. Even the Duke of
Wellington, no advocate of Reform himself, was
moved to say of him when hearing of his death,
'there never was such a fool as he'.4
In spite of his unfashionable political leanings, in

private life the Duke appears to have been a man of
considerable taste. Possibly in compensation for
his frustrated public life (Queen Victoria even
dispensed with his services as Lord Lieutenant in
x839) he undertook a rebuilding campaign at
Clumber Park, his seat near Worksop, which also
included relandscaping the celebrated gardens and
terrace. Simultaneously he began to enlarge the
library and purchased lavish new furniture from
smart London dealers.s

In late August r 838,while some of these schemes
were evidently in hand, the Duke and his extensive
family passed through Birmingham on their way
from Clumber to their recently purchased estate at
Hafod in Wales. On arrival in the city they
followed the practice which had become estab-
lished among fashionable people since the ry6os,
of stopping to view the most interesting sights of
the town, including its most famous manufac-
tories, preferably accompanied by one of the
leading entrepreneurs. In his diary the Duke
recorded his impressions:

r y August r8g8: Looking all about Birmingham today.
Mr. Collis is a principal manufacturer here, a remarkably
civil 5c obliging 8c quite a gentlemanlike man. He
showed us over his own manufactory 5c others most
worth seeing. The Town Hall is a magnificent building. I.
believe a close representation of the Parthenon
contains what is said to be the largest room in the world.
These sights took up most of our day. My party, which is
numerous, q daughters 8c y sons, were much interested



zo Colza lamp, ormolu, made by Thomas Messenger and Sons of Birmingham and
purchased by the fourth Duke of Newcastle in x 83 8
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zc Trade card of George Richmond Collis and Co. of Birmingham c. F83o

and instructed by what they saw. On our return to the Inn
we dined aud then went to Kiddermiuster, where we
found a wretched accommodation 5c only three rooms 5c

beds amongst us. After a few hours sleep we left
Kiddermiuster meaning to reach Hafod.

Their cicerone in Birmingham, George Rich-
mond Collis ('a remarkably civil 5c obliging 5c
quite a gentlemanlike man') was probably the best
known manufacturer in the city at this date as well
as being vice-consul representing half a dozen
European countries. Since the retirement of his
partner the great entrepreneur Sir Edward
Thomason, Collis had taken on the famous Church
Street metal works which also housed the fruits of
Thomason's advanced technology: the cast bronze
copy of the Warwick Vase, the Horses of S.Marco,
and the dies for his great series of medals. Collis's
trade card proudly shows a nobleman's carriage
drawn up at the door and a smartly dressed couple
about to enter his portals (Plate zr). Underneath
the illustration the hyperbole indicates the vast
range of objects made at the factory: gold, silver,
silver plated objects, jewellery, firearms etc. etc.

Despite Collis'ospitality the Duke does not
appear to have made any purchases at his factory.
However, one of the others 'most worth

seeing'ust

have been that of Thomas Messenger and
Sons since a receipted invoice dated only a few days
later records that the Duke bought

z lamps 5c lt 4938 55/—ea 5c 4403 33/—ea 68 14 o
z „5345lacd 88/—ea 68 16o
z 3lt China Vases 534'o/ —ea oo

fz6 Io o

The style, date, and type of lamps now at Temple
Newsam strongly point to their being the ones
bought on this occasion and invoiced thus.
Messengers appear to have been established in

Birmingham as brass founders since at least 1797.
Their marvellously evocative trade card of c. t 83o
(Plate zz) shows a Chiton-clad figure finishing the
inscription 'Manufacturers of Chandeliers Tripods
and Lamps of Every Description in Bronze and



Or-molu Birmingham and London'. She is shown
within a splendidly Piranesian fantasy of classical
architecture with casually disposed fragments piled
around (including an antique rhyton). At the x8S r
Great Exhibition the firm earned special notice for
their bronze and ormolu ornaments and for a figure
group in bronze of the Queen and the Prince of
Wales modelled by John Bell. Later, at the rgyz
International Exhibition, they won a medal for
'Great Progress, and also for Elegance of Design
and Excellent Workmanship'. Within a few years
they were advertised as makers of gas fittings
'(carefully Constructed on a Principle to Avoid the
Escape and Odour of Gas), iron railings for
staircases, balconies etc, railway signal carriage
roof and other lamps and carriage furniture'.'y
t9o8 their catalogue shows them to be producing
every type of electrical light fitting and to have
branched out into the creative world of lampshade
making. Their productions in this line look as
though they might have rivalled the flair of a
contemporary David Shilling!
This type of lamp is often known as a colza lamp

on account of the cole seed oil which it uses. It is in
fact of a type and mechanism invented by the Swiss
distiller Ami Argand although 'Argand lamps're
usually associated with the particular shape
illustrated in the diagrams (Plates zg and zy).
Towards the end of the eighteenth century Argand
made two discoveries. First, if the wick of a
traditional oil lamp were made hollow and
enclosed between two tubes in such a way that
oxygen could burn the oil vapour both on the
inside and outside of the flame, the resulting light
would be equal to ten or twelve tallow candles.
Secondly, if a glass chimney were placed above the
lamp so as to increase the draught further, the
brightness would be even greater. Unfortunately
for the inventor he was unable to manufacture his
brain-child in France as he was not one of the
ferblantiers who alone had the guild right to sell
lamps," and in England the provisional patent
which he took out in t 78'xpired two years later
mainly through the negligence of his partner
Matthew Boulton, and he was left with no
protection from pirates.'2 The Argand lamp
became immensely popular very quickly. It was
produced by Boulton in considerable quantities
and there are a number of drawings for them in the
Pattern Books. At Chatsworth there is a fine pair
and examples can be seen in old photographs of
Temple Newsam. Indeed the t 8o8 inventory
records considerable numbers of them in the house.

a2 Trade card ofThomas Messenger and Sons of
Birmingham,c. rggs
Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum

The mechanism of Argand lamps can best be
described by reference to the diagrams in The
Penny Encyclopedia (z839).'n the first, (Plate
z3) which shows the outside of the classic lamp, A is
the reservoir of oil from which it descends to the
cistern a and along the pipe c to the burner D which
contains the wick placed between two tubes and
immersed in oil. The wick rises a little above the
tube at E. F is the glass chimney which is wider at
the base in order to increase the draught upwards.
It rests on a gallery G and is held in place by four
wires H. When the gallery G is turned the wick can
be regulated by being raised or lowered. The wick
is hollow and cylindrical and receives tu o currents
of air—internally from the pierced work at t and
externally from the gallery at G. K is a characteristic
early Victorian lamp shade and E the handle which
controls the supply of oil from the reservoir to the
cistern.
The second diagram (Plate zy) shows the

internal working of the lamp. The reservoir A
screws into the cistern B. When the lever at E is

z9
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z3 Exterior of an Argand lamp, from
The Penny Encyclopedia (x 839)

z4 Internal mechanism of an Argand lamp, from
The Penny Encyclopedia (z 839)

moved the oil passes through the hole at o into the
cistern s. Inside the vertical tube p is a smaller tube
q with the oil contained in the space in between
with the wick R stretched over the short tube at s
and rising slightly above at T. The outer surface of
the tube q has a spiral groove in order that when
the gallery G is turned the tube and wick will rise
and fall and thus regulate the light.
The Temple Newsam lamps follow these prin-

ciples almost exactly. The reservoir is contained
within the 'horn'f the rhyton with the regulating
lever just visible in the photograph. The two
sources of draught which gives the Argand lamp its
special brilliance can be seen in the pierced work
and the gallery. Unfortunately the lamps were
wired and adapted for electricity at some later date
so it is not possible to check the raising and
lowering of the wick by twisting the gallery. The
only major difference between this example and
the diagrams is that the Temple Newsam version
has a glass 'chimney'ider at the top than at the
base which would have impeded its effectiveness.

Nevertheless the frosted glass with its Greek key
border is a great aesthetic success. When illumin-
ated it must have appeared as some mysterious
fire-blowing monster, part dragon, part boar!
Birmingham was an important centre for lamp

making throughout the nineteenth century. Natur-
ally the production of oil burning vessels was at its
peak just before the introduction of paraffin in the
zggos and the great improvements in gas for
domestic uses in the z86os and pos. The city'
manufacturers nevertheless managed to keep pace
with technological advances and maintained their
prominence in mass production. In t 866 a Report
for the British Association on the brass manufac-
turers at Birmingham looked back somewhat
patronisingly at the days of oil lamp manufacture.
It is highly pertinent for the present discussion and
worth quoting in full:
Gas has given the quietus to lamp making, if we except
those for paraffin, and the chief manufacturers of lamps
have been absorbed into the manufacture of Gas fittings.
But the trade is one which has claims to consideration, in
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so far as while the mechanical construction of the oil
lamp employed and kept alive a superior class of
workmen, it developed and encouraged the art of design
and modelling (imitative certainly,) in which portions of
the remains of classical mouldings, copied from Stuart's
Athens and Piranesi, were used, and in which the pillars
[sic] Corinthian, Ionic, Composite, etc., in character,
supported lamps, or Caryatide figures bent under the
imaginary weight of the lamp head they were supposed to
sustain. One design represented 'Atlas supporting an
improved brass Liverpool lamp', with arms extended,
hands pressed on stomach, the lamp apparently balanced
on his head, conveyed the unpleasant impression that the
head of the lamp would speedily roll off. Hanging lamps
were of equally strange design. Imitations of the
Warwick vase formed the receptacle for the oil; the arms
to which were attached the burners concealed below by
heavy cast 'boats', or bodies; bearded philosophers or
ivy-crowned satyr masks grinned down on the possessor
of the lamp who stood below, and honeysuckles, vine
leaves, fruit, etc., made up the component parts of an
incongruous whole. These articles were then accepted in
the days when art and taste was the exception rather than
the rule, as examples of supereminent art applied to
industry. Probably nothing more instructive as to
progress in the direction of applied design can possibly be
gathered, than by turning over the pages of the pattern
books of the Messengers and Timothy Smiths of a by-
gone period. We learn therein the traditions on which
ornament was founded, and following these traditions,
we see how much originality was sacrificed on the altar of
antiquity, fitness never for one moment being taken into
consideration; and hence, the misapplication of forms,
abstractly good in themselves, imperfectly reproduced
for puposes for which they were totally inapplicable. Nor
at this period were these reproduced by inferior artists or
modellers. Flaxman, whose graceful, elegant, and poetic
fancy illustrated so beautifully passages in Homer and
Dante, whose sculpture charms from its chaste and pure,
yet simple dignity, modelled for the Messengers, as did
Francis Chantry; and Wyon, a progenitor of the now-
distinguished mint medallist, when in connection with
the Soho, lent his artistic powers to the designing of
decorations for the lamp work produced in that
establishment, in addition to his avocation as a medallist.
The various drawing masters in the town were also
pressed into the service as 'designers'. The imperfect
understanding which prevailed as to construction, or
rather 'that ornament should be designed without
reference to construction', does not appear to have been
understood at the period, or if understood, was ignored;
still, however, these gropings in the dark are entitled to
respect, as the harbingers of a better time coming which
has now arrived, or to which we are rapidly approxi-
mating.

Alas, none of Messengers pattern books have
survived from this period in order to verify this

anti-Pevsnerian theory of design history. Nor has it
yet been possible to find any documented objects
from this firm which can be attributed to Flaxman,
Chantrey, or Wyon.'4
Where then did Messengers find such a curious

and idiosyncratic design? The British Association
report mentions Piranesi as an influence on the
lamp-makers and indeed his Vasi, Candelabri,
Cippi, Sarcophagi... (vying) was just then
enjoying a renewed vogue as a source of
ornamental forms. The plate from which
Messenger's took their model (see cover
illustration) shows the sepulchral monument of
Augustus Urbanus surmounted by a boar's head
rhyton. This had been discovered some years ear-
lier in the Cenci Vineyard near the tomb of Cecilia
Metella and had been restored by Pietro Malatesta.
At the time of its publication the monument was in
Piranesi's own museo in Palazzo Tomati, awaiting
a wealthy purchaser. Probably with an eye to its
disposal Piranesi dedicated the plate to il Signor
Conte di Lincoln... amatore delle belle arti,
Henry Fiennes Pelham-Clinton, who unfortunately
died in the year of its publication. The monument
was eventually bought by King Gustav III of
Sweden.'s
However, Piranesi's engraving takes on infinitely

greater significance when it is realized that Lord
Lincoln, the dedicatee, was in fact the uncle of the
fourth Duke of Newcastle. It is highly likely that
loose copies of the engraving would have been in
evidence in the library or elsewhere at Clumber
since a number of these would have been presented
(or at any rate bought) by Lord Lincoln as
dedicatee. One can only imagine that these lamps
caught the Duke's eye as he was shown over
Messengers'tock that morning in August t 838
and reminded him of Piranesi's engraving dedi-
cated to his long-dead uncle.
One of the reasons for Piranesi's popularity as a

source for metalwork and furniture in this latter
period of neo-Classicism is that his forms and
ornament lent themselves to the fashion for greater
MAs st vENEs s advocated by the influential desig-
ner and architect C.H. Tatham since t 8o6.'6 A far
greater accuracy and boldness was demanded by
the public in interpreting antique forms for modern
uses. Hence large numbers of exact replicas of
famous objects from antiquity were produced:
Borghese, Medici, and Warwick Vases adapted for
race cups, wine coolers, and garden ornaments,
antique candelabra transformed into torcheres,
funerary urns into honey pots —large numbers of



the originals for which were engraved by
Piranesi.'ne of the most spectacular examples
of this is the x8z,8 Doncaster Race Cup by Emes
and Barnard, now at Lotherton Hall, which is an
exact replica (reduced) of the celebrated Buckin-
gham Vase, one of the most renowned sights of
Stowe.
The fact that the design for these lamps was from

a well-known source would still have required
Messenger's to obtain scaled-down working draw-
ings showing the necessary adaptations for its use
as a lamp. It is here that Flaxman, Chantrey, or
Wyon, or indeed any of those anonymous Birming-
ham drawing masters mentioned in the Report,
would have provided their services either as
designers or modellers. Without firm evidence it is
idle to speculate on any of these figures as having a
hand in the Temple Newsam model. The involve-
ment of these major figures in the decorative arts
and metalwork production in particular is well
known.

Finally a word should be said about other
adaptations of the rhyton of antiquity for modern
uses. The humble but charming stirrup cup,
popular from the late eighteenth century, is
probably the object closest in usage to its
prototype. A number of these in the form of

boars'eads

are known.'ore sophisticated are the
Sevres biscuit rhytons used for garnitures in which
the horn becomes a cornucopia of fruits.'n the
Throne Room at Buckingham Palace are a pair of
ormolu mantel candelabra, both rhytons, one with
boar's head, the other with a stag's head. These are
attributed to the bronze manufacturer, Galle, and
dated c. t 8 x9, and their design is thought to be
derived from the architect C. Percier. These latter
examples suggest that the Duke of Newcastle's pair
now at Temple Newsam may well have been
intended to adorn the mantelpiece of his Grace's
newly expanded library at Clumber, no doubt in
the company of a number of other scholarly
evocations of antiquity.

NOTES
x J.M. Colby, 'The Duke of Newcastle and the Nottingham
Reform Riots', Robert Mellors Prize Essay, University of
Nottingham x958—59, typescript of unpublished manu-
script in University Library Archives Department.

2 Henry Pelham Fiennes Pelham Clinton, fourth Duke of
Newcastle, Thoughts in Times Past Tested by Subsequent
Events (2 837), p. 4.

3 J. R. M. Butler, Passing of the Great Reform Bill (2924),
p. x65.
Greville's Memoirs, x (x 885 edn), x94—95.
For example: letter from Joseph Brown '...suppliers of
statuary, etc etc for gardens... Scagliola Works, University
Street... 23rd Feby x836...As your Grace says nothing
about the large Tazza I suppose you have given up the idea of
having it. I have just received the Borghese and Medici Vases
in bronze of old Italian workmanship very fine; as a classic
ornament for a library I know of nothing better and I may
say of the pair here referred to that they are worthy of a
situation in the first House of the Kingdom. Price with
pedestals f85 or without pedestals Xyo', Newcastle
Archives, Nottingham University Ne (7288a). Alternatively:
letter and receipt from E.H. Baldock dated 8 March x 843'...I have at present by me the articles mentioned...
2. Buhl Armoires with Glass Front L65 each

do do Buhl 5c Glass Front <75
x large Buhl Cabinet 5c slab 525o
3 Blue Vases Shades 5c stands f65
Blue Vase 5c Cover do
x Buhl Clock Lxo
Etc

Etc'Ibid., Ne c7343)
6 Ibid., Ne 2 Fs ff 262
7 Ibid. Ne c 72.99
8 I am grateful to Miss Glennys Wild of Birmingham Museum

and Art Gallery for this earliest reference to Messengers in
the local directories.

The Art Journal Illustrated Catalogue... (285x), pp. x84,
2.02.

xo Mulley's Birmingham Directory 2876—7, which also illus-
trates their stand at the x 872 exhibition.

xx See Alistair Laing, Lighting: the Arts and Living (x982),
PP. 6o-62..

2 2 Eric Delieb and Michael Roberts, The Great Silver
Manufactory (297x), pp. xo7—xo.

x3 The Penny Encyclopedia, xx (x839), 3o4—o5. I am grateful to
Dr Stella Butler of the Greater Manchester Museum of
Science and Industry for suggesting this source to me.

x 3 Ed. Samuel Timmins, The Kesources, Products and Indus-
trial History of Birmingham and the Midland Hardware
District: a series of reports collected by the local industries
committee ofthe British Association at Birminghamin 2865
(2866), 'Brass and Brass Manufacture'y W.C. Aitken,
PP 332 33.

x4 Flaxman's account books at the British Museum give no
indication of any commissions from Messenger. An
interesting anonymous pattern book at rhe Victoria and
Albert Museum was brought to my notice by Hilary Young
(Press Mark M.63.c).

x5 J. Wilton-Ely, Piranesi (Arts Council Exhibition 2978),
p. 2 x6. I am most grateful to Professor Wilton-Ely for his
help.

26 C. H. Tatham, Designs for Ornamental Plate (x8o6),
preface.

x7 See David Udy, 'Piranesi's "Vasi", the English Silversmith
and his Patrons', Burhngton Magazine, cxx, no. 909
(December x978), 820-37.

xg See Judith Banister, 'Cups of the Chase', Country Life,
x December x977, pp. x 6x 3—24.

29 See Joan Evans, Pattern, n (x976 edn). fig. 38x.
zo J.Harris et al., Buckingham Palace (x968), pp. 253, 22o.
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